Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the cow.
black

hooves

four legs

feathers

white

big wings

sharp claws

furry

brown

big nose

large feet

spots

patches

rough skin

Write some sentences to describe the cow.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the goat.
brown

two legs

pointy horns

thin

grey

short tail

long horns

round

black

hairy beard

four legs

furry

hairy

small hooves

Write some sentences to describe the goat.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the hen.
yellow

hard horns

pointy beak

feathers

orange

two legs

short legs

tall

brown

hairy face

big tail

wings

white

sharp claws

Write some sentences to describe the hen.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the dog.
blue

four legs

fluffy tail

hairy

grey

two legs

long snout

feathers

red

two wings

pointy ears

soft

white

big paws

Write some sentences to describe the dog.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the sheep.
white

long ears

small

woolly

black

short legs

thick wool

fluffy

orange

pointy nose

four legs

big

grey

smooth paws

Write some sentences to describe the sheep.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the pig.
red

pointy snout

curly tail

hairy

brown

short snout

long tail

dirty

pink

floppy ears

big horns

huge head

white

sharp claws

Write some sentences to describe the pig.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the rooster.
orange

sharp claws

small beak

tiny

red

long feathers

fluffy ears

tall

purple

bright colours

long whiskers

two legs

blue

smooth wings

Write some sentences to describe the rooster.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the horse.
red

big hooves

shiny mane

tall

pink

short legs

long mane

furry

brown

tiny claws

bushy tail

beak

light

smooth hooves

Write some sentences to describe the horse.
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Describe the Farm Animal
Choose the right words and phrases
that describe the goose.
yellow

smooth beak

big flippers

fluffy

white

small paws

long wings

whiskers

purple

four legs

wide feet

short

feathers

dark whiskers

Write some sentences to describe the goose.
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